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Ed Harris as a down and out priest who
takes a deep look at himself and the

power and politics of "miracles" in this
new release. Here's one to provoke a
discussion - I found it fascinating. Pg

6:30 Monday Sept 256:30 Monday Sept 18
PPaauullBBoowwlleess::

LetItCome

Down

6:30 Monday Sept 11

Presented by Victoria filmmaker Christine
Welsh. In an absorbing and very personal

documentary that reads like a mystery, Welsh
searches for her Métis roots and explores her

own identity as the child of an interracial
marriage. Christine Welsh teaches Native

Studies at UVic. She collaborated with Peter
Campbell on Kuper Island: Return to the

Healing Circle and has recently completed a
film about the Cowichan Sweater tradition. Pg13

ATTHEERICMARTINPAVILIONTHEATRE,SOUTH
ENTRANCEEMPBUILDINGDIRECTLYINFROM

THEBIGERICMARTINSIGNONFORTST.

Jennifer Baichwal's spellbinding portrait of Paul
Bowles, aging expatriot American writer, living

out his days in Tangiers, Morocco. While
recounting Bowles’ colourful life with the likes
of Gertrude Stein, Allen Copeland, William S.
Burrows, and Allen Ginsberg, the filmmaker

also gathers an unforgettable impression of the
truly exotic look and lifestyle of that foreign

land. Amanda Heffelfinger, a travelling
companion of the filmmaker when they first met

Bowles in 1984, will present the film Pg.

MMOOVVIIEE MMOONNDDAAYY
VIDEO MOVIES PROJECTED ON THE BIG SCREEN -

- FREE!! “Donations much appreciated”
ATTHEERICMARTINPAVILIONTHEATRE,

SOUTHENTRANCEEMPBUILDINGDIRECTLY
INFROMTHEBIGERICMARTINSIGNONFORTST.

Videos supplied by Yo Video
- our supporter and

corporate sponsor and our cool
neighborhood video store
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6:30 Monday Aug 14 6:30 Monday Aug 21 6:30 Monday Aug 28

For a warm summer evening, this 1954
Hitchcock mystery has Jimmy Stewart laid up

with his leg in a cast observing what he is
convinced is a murder. With his friend, Grace

Kelly, he attempts to solve the crime. Pg

Milos Forman's brilliant film showcases
Jim Carrey's amazing portrayal of Andy

Kaufman. A screenplay that's as
surprising and enigmatic as the comedian
himself. We'll include footage of the real

Kaufman in this presentation of YO
Video's widescreen DVD version. R

It's the era of SURVIVOR, THE TRUMAN SHOW,
and ED TV.....but did you know there's a terrific

little French-Canadian film from 1994 that foretold
this craze for "Reality TV"? This little gem is well
worth a prestigious second run at MM. Don't try

looking it up in your video guide, it's not there - but
Yo Video, our favorite video store, has got it. Pg13
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